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Happy New Year from HTR 
 Congratulations to Our Championship Tournament Qualfiers  

 

NHC – Red Rock, Las Vegas – Jan. 29-30 
The HTR subscribers listed below have qualified for the NHC 2010 and will be competing for a million 
dollars in prize money vs. 300 other top handicappers.  Congratulations to all of you for making the finals 
and bring home some of that million dollar purse! 
 
Mike Brown (IN) 
Tommy Castillo (TX) 
Mike Dutton (CA) 
Brian Feldman (OH) 
Rich Goodall (NV)   
Sally Goodall (NV) 
Bob Gregory (CO) 
Marsha Mayo (TX) 
Mike Mayo (TX) 
Donnie Nadermann(IA) 
Paul Parker (GA) 
George Smith (IL) 
Robert Swickard (MI) 
Andrea Taylor (KY) 
Jim Templin(PA) 
Daven Turner (OH) 
Shawn Turner (MD) 
Bryan Wagner (LA)  
Judy Wagner (LA) 
 
This must be a record contingent from HTR for the NHC.  The list may not be complete as there are some 
members who do not wish to be mentioned publicly and it's possible that I missed someone who may 
have qualified, but didn't hear from them.  Also, there is still an opportunity to qualify at the Red Rock 
right before the NHC begins.  So a good estimate is that there will be 20 of our members in the finals.   
 
HPWS – Orleans Hotel, Las Vegas – Feb. 18-20 
The list below includes HTR members that have qualified for a free entry at the Orleans.  Obviously we 
are going to have many more involved with the paid entries at the event.  * = dual qualifier! 
 
Mike Acosta (CA) 
Mike Brown (IN)* 
Barb Buckley (CA) 
Sally Goodall (NV)* 
Joe Koury (PA) 
Paul Parker (GA)* 
Ed Pentrack (PA) 
Shawn Turner (MD)* 
Brian Wagner (LA)* 
 
NHC Tour Champion Brian Wagner 
Congrats to Brian Wagner for winning the NHC Tour Championship and $100,000 - an incredible 
accomplishment along with wife Judy who finished in a tie for second! Shawn Turner finished 5th.  All 
three have a head start on the 2011 NHC with a qualifier already - outstanding year, great finish. 
 
A Decade of Newsletters and Loyal Subscribers 
This edition marks a full 10-years of the On-Line HTR Report and Newsletter.  We have archived all of 
them on our website Library or Subscriber Zone starting with the January 2000 issue.  When I read the 
old ones I'm struck by the massive amount of knowledge compiled.  Most of the subscribers, successful 
tournament players and users mentioned in the past newsletters are still with us today.  Your loyalty is 
sincerely appreciated.  Let's face it, it was a volatile decade for the sport of horse racing, but our group 
continued to move forward and in many ways has been a transcendent force for handicapping and positive 
exposure for the game.  Here's looking forward to the next decade with you as well. 
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Super Jockeys Revealed 

 
 

[JKY] = Jockey Rating in HTR Software.    

Combines 365-day rotating performance statistics with adjustments for Jockey + Trainer record.  Bonus 
points are added if the rider has won with the horse in the past.  The Jockey Rating is updated daily. 
 
Super Jockey = JKY rating of 350 or higher.  They are marked with (+) next to the jockey rating on many 
screens.  Look for [JKY 350+] test filter in the Robot. 
 
The HTR jockey rating is a good measure for comparison and also as an elimination factor.  For example, 
the [Bad Jockey] filter in the Robot2 is one of the most productive negative angles for elimination.  This 
report discusses the riders at the other end of the spectrum - the Super Jockeys - with ratings above 350.  
Can we prove if they are really moving horses up and have an affect on the outcome, or are the top riders 
just benefiting from riding superior stock? 
 
The super jockey factor seems to involve the classic "chicken or egg" paradox.  Are the horses winning 
because the riders are more talented, or are the super jockeys winning more often because they are riding 
all the best horses? We'll try to settle that argument in this article. 
 
One dynamic that can dramatically affect jockey ratings is a move to a new circuit.  Most of the time this 
is an ambitious move to a more lucrative purse structure.  It is a risky transition as the local jocks and 
trainers are notoriously insolent and territorial.  The newcomer usually has a rough go of it and the JKY 
rating declines.  The opposite can also occur with a frustrated but talented jock moving to a weaker circuit 
and proving his value, but it may cost him some income due to a lower purse structure and smaller stakes 
purses. 
 
It is difficult, if not impossible for us to compare jocks if they remain on the same circuit for years.  The 
most transparent example in thoroughbred racing history is Russell Baze who has the record for most 
lifetime winners.  His JKY ratings are off the charts because he sticks to the modest Northern California 
circuit and rides the betting favorite in nearly every race.  When Baze moves to a tougher circuit, as he 
has a few times, his JKY rating drops like an elevator.   
 
You can use Robot2 to test the "homer" effect with certain jockeys you suspect may be piling up their 
rating at one or two tracks.  Select a jockey from the "Connections" screen and run his Learn More report.  
Then peruse the list and eliminate the key success tracks and retest.  Let's look at some examples of top 
riders below including Baze.  These riders generally score JKY rating 350+.   
 
Jockey        Circuit     Overall/Win  WROI    Off Circuit/Win  WROI 
 

R. Dominguez    NYRA              24%  0.78                17%  0.69 
 

R. Baze         NoCal             31%  0.82                19%  0.94 
 

R. Bejarano     SoCal             22%  0.83                11%  0.85 
 

J. Bravo         NJ               18%  0.75                12%  0.72 
 

P. Husbands      WO               19%  0.79                09%  0.54 
 

J. Leparoux      KY               19%  0.83                15%  0.68 
 

D. Cohen       DEL/PA             24%  0.84                16%  0.70 
 

M. Cruz          CRC              22%  0.83                12%  0.77 
 
Analysis 
This list could go on and on, but it is evident that super jockeys aren't so super when they venture away 
from the home field advantage.  To be fair, many of the "off circuit" sample sizes were small and the jock 
was probably sent to ride in major stakes races, which increased the competition dramatically.  If you 
locate a super jockey outside of his usual stomping grounds, be wary, and check out his statistics in 
Robot2.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Super Jockeys Revealed 

 

Now let's look at a potpourri of statistics to give us some insights into the super jockeys.  The key ques-
tion we want to try and answer is whether these riders truly have an impact on horse performance.  The 
stats for this report cover the entire year 2009.   
 
Super Jockeys   JKY >= 350   All Races  2009 
Plays   Winners   Win   ITM   WROI    AvgWin   High  I.V. 
27667     5967    22%   54%   0.80     $7.40   $90   1.73 
 

Analysis 
The 22% win rate may be slightly understated as there could be multiple super jockeys in the same race.  
Some top stakes races have 6 or more super jocks entered at a time, but only one can win.  This is why 
Impact Value (I.V.) is the essential benchmark.  In the next test below, I'll show you what happens when 
there is a single super jockey in the race and Win% is a viable statistic. 
 
The ROI shows a loss of -20% (ROI =  0.80) overall.  This is typical historically for top rated jockey 
stats.  I ran the [JKY 350+] through the Robot2 report, LearnX, and not a single factor could push the ROI 
past 1.00.  The various workout designations came close to profitability though and could probably be 
used for a spot play with a little more research - we'll check into that later in this article. 
 
The bottom line is that you are unlikely to make money betting on super jockeys under virtually all cir-
cumstances unless you have clear information that the horse is extra fit (Fit & Ready, etc.).  The average 
win pay out for a super jock is just $7.40 and the variance is low, meaning most of the winners are paying 
between $3 - $10, with longshots and overlays being extremely rare. 
 
Lone Super Jockey 
For this next test I reprogrammed the Robot to show me only those races that had a single super jockey 
entered.  Since the dominant rider is the only one rated so high, it is also the top ranked jock in the field 
and it will be obvious to every handicapper, and the horse typically ends up as the betting favorite.  We 
want to determine two things with this data: (1) do the super jockeys exert a greater impact when they are 
the only dominant rider in the race; (2) is there a boost in ROI that would lead us to add this as a filter to  
Robot2.  
 
 Lone Super Jockey    All Races  2009 
Plays   Winners   Win   ITM   WROI    AvgWin   High  I.V. 
15170     3478    23%   55%   0.79     $6.90   $64   1.84 
 

Analysis 
We can see a more definitive impact from the super jockeys with this test.  The win rate (23%) and the 
1.84 I.V. are slightly higher than the previous test.  The average win price and ROI drop though.  These 
riders are standouts in the field and the public doesn't miss it.  Yet the excessive wagering is not war-
ranted even by a strong 23% win rate.  The bottom line here is that these riders are over bet and there is 
almost nothing we can do to profit from them.  No need to add "Lone Super Jockey" to the Robot, you'll 
do just as well by isolating them with other factors as we'll see later in this report.  Use [JKY 350+] to test 
the super jockeys from the Angles and Systems module in Robot2. 
 
Again, this leads back to the 'chicken and egg' question regarding top jockeys.  Is it the jockey that is 
pushing the horse to run a better race and thus win more often, or is reputation and past success simply 
putting them on the best mounts to start with?  It may not matter with an ROI so low, but let's explore this 
further with some additional tests.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Super Jockeys Revealed 

 

I have always envisioned a totally objective jockey rating that would give us a true picture of the rider’s 
talent and ability to affect the outcome.  I'm afraid this would be nearly impossible to perform.  We talked 
earlier about how most super jockeys stick to a single circuit and grow in stature and reputation and con-
tinue to get the best mounts.  In order to quantify jockey talent we would have to design an experiment 
that essentially put the jockeys on random horses under a diverse set of conditions.  Not going to happen. 
 

The only alternative is to try and find an independent variable with which we can judge them.  This is also 
a challenge because most horses are pre-selected by the jockey agent.  Jockey agents are serious handi-
cappers and most have plenty of statistics and figures.  They know the local stock inside and out.  I'll give 
you a good example of how the statistics can be misunderstood even with an objective research tool such 
as Robot2.   
 

I looked at the Robot2 statistics for all riders with FTS (first time starters) and then compared the num-
bers with a test using JKY 350+ only.  The super jockeys have a big impact and much better stats than 
other jockeys with FTS / debut runners.  Does this mean that the super jocks are getting more run out of a 
FTS? No, not likely, it is more plausible that they are the getting all of the hot FTS.  It makes sense that 
the agents for the top riders seek out the top young thoroughbred prospects and get some assurance from 
the trainer that the debut runner has potential.  If the horse is a future stakes star, the agent wants to secure 
first call on the good thing.  This leaves the lower rated jockeys with weaker prospects for their FTS rides.   
 

To find a fair test of ability, I pondered which HTR ratings would be the least likely to affect pre-selection 
of mounts.  The FTS analysis above is a good example of this pre-selection process that puts the best 
jockeys on the most likely winners.  Speed figures and pedigree ratings would be the worst choices, as 
most top jock agents are avid Sheet or Beyer figure users and they have all the latest bloodline informa-
tion.  Our (K) and HTR ratings would also be a poor choice as the jockey is computed into the rating, so it 
would be redundant.   
 

I determined that compound velocity ratings are the best choice.  This is because ratings such as E/P 
(Early Pace) and L/P (Late Pace) do not correlate directly with final time speed or even with winning per-
formance.  These ratings are isolated and represent a component of the horse's ability rather than a full 
appraisal.  It is not unusual for a winner to have inferior velocity numbers to the also-rans in the same 
race.  Jockey agents (and most handicappers) and typically unaware of this.   
 

The chart below shows you how all jockeys rate with these ranks and then compares it with results from 
super jockeys (JKY 350+) only.  Win% is a viable statistic here because ties are rare with velocity ranks.  
I also used the Robot filter [NO Races with Unknowns] to get a fair sampling of the velocity ranks. 
 
All Races Jan-Dec 2009    No Unknowns in Race 
E/P Rank     All Jocks  Win  WROI         JKY 350+  Win  WROI 
      1                 20%  0.85                   30%  0.85 
      2                 17%  0.82                   26%  0.83 
      3                 14%  0.77                   22%  0.77 
      4                 13%  0.75                   21%  0.80 
      5                 12%  0.74                   20%  0.80 
      6                 10%  0.71                   18%  0.81 
      7+                 8%  0.68                   13%  0.75 
 

L/P Rank     All Jocks  Win  WROI         JKY 350+  Win  WROI 
      1                 18%  0.81                   26%  0.80 
      2                 16%  0.78                   25%  0.85 
      3                 15%  0.76                   24%  0.81 
      4                 14%  0.75                   23%  0.80 
      5                 12%  0.73                   19%  0.72 
      6                 10%  0.70                   20%  0.89 
      7+                 7%  0.67                   14%  0.73 
 

  Analysis follows on the next page 
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
Super Jockeys Revealed 

 
Analysis of Jockey Test Data 
 

It is clear that the super jockeys have a profound impact on outcomes with these two velocity factors.  Are 
they getting more run out of their horses? Are they getting a better selection of "live" mounts?  We'll talk 
about that below.  In any case, the results of this velocity test surprised me and reveal remarkable impact 
from top to bottom, which is good evidence of superior jockey talent.  
 
The term "live mount" may have a far different meaning to you and I as handicappers than it does to a 
jockey or his agent.  We look at past-performances, form-cycle, workouts, equipment changes, etc. and 
try to decipher which horses seem ready for a top performance today.  We are making an educated guess.  
A jockey agent for a top rider cannot be guessing.  They need assurance from the trainer that the horse is 
ready to win right now or at least is a top prospect for races later on.  This is information we are not aware 
of, but we really don't need it because we can see from the entries when super jockeys are assigned to the 
mount.  The super jockeys catch our eye on any HTR screen, marked with a (+). 
 
We don't need backstretch whispers if a super jockey is assigned the mount, since it is probably a fore-
gone conclusion that it is a live runner.  Inside info can be real when an average or unknown rider is given 
a live mount and nobody knows it.  The assumption being that if a trainer has a good thing, he may put a 
lesser rider on the horse to protect the odds.  But this also puts him at a higher risk of losing the race by 
foregoing a more reputable or experienced jock. 
 
Razor Sharp and the Jockey 
The strongest proven factors we have in HTR to spot "live" horses at fair odds are the various workout 
and fitness designations.  I mentioned earlier that workout designation factors such as Fit & Ready pro-
duce the highest ROI for the super jocks.  What we'll do now is test Fit and Ready on a range of JKY 
ratings.  We want to find out if the Fit & Ready are producing "live" horses despite the jockey rating, or 
whether the higher rated jocks, especially the super jockeys, are making it even more effective.   
 
Fit & Ready by JKY Range    All Races  2009 
Jockey Range    Plays   Winners   Win   ITM   WROI   AvgWin  High  I.V. 
              
     *350+      00903     0244    27%   57%   0.97    $7.20  $45   2.13 
  

    300-350     01561     0336    22%   51%   0.96    $8.90  $78   1.79 
     

    250-300     02345     0410    17%   46%   0.92   $16.20  $103  1.47 
 

    200-250     01491     0209    14%   40%   0.84   $11.90  $95   1.22 
     

    150-200     00679     0282    11%   35%   0.91   $16.20  $64   1.00 
    

    050-150     00215     0029    13%   38%   1.39   $20.60  $189  1.19 
 
         * = Super Jockeys 
 
Final Analysis 
Before I ran this test, my gut feeling was that profitability with Fit & Ready horses was not dependent on 
a jockey's perceived ability or rating -- if the horse was truly "live", then it would run well with any rider.  
This test may have proven me wrong about that.  Clearly, the top rated jockeys are getting more mileage 
out of these horses.  It is probably true that the best jocks are receiving the choicest rides from any pool of 
runners that we happen to filter.  Yet, I tried my best to construct tests in this report that would prove that 
the super jockeys create a false impression, but they still exceeded my expectations in all cases.   
 
The talent separation is probably built on a jockey's ability to "read the battlefield" as is said about great 
military leaders.  They are more patient; they see holes opening up and can estimate the remaining sta-
mina of their horse and the opponents.  I hope this article gives you new respect for the super jockeys, or 
at least an awareness of their overall influence if they show up in the entries.  The Robot2 has all the tools 
you need to assess them further.   
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Advanced Handicapping with HTR2 
The KLine - How Useful is it for Value Plays and Overlays? 

 
The KLine is a precision value betting line.  Its accuracy is well documented and we'll show an example 
of that below.  If we trust that the KLine is on target with predicting the true probability of winning, then 
why does it seem to be so difficult to make money betting on overlays (horses with tote odds higher than 
their actual chances of winning)?   
 
One theory is that the public is extraordinarily adept at separating the stronger horses from within a bet-
ting line subgroup.  In other words, most of the winners within any range of projected odds are over bet.  
The overall results fit with expected prediction rates (Win%), yet the number of underlays exceed the 
number of overlays and potential profit hits a stone wall.   
 
Let's illustrate this with the premise of KLine = 3.0.  This equates to a probability of winning of 25%.  To 
determine the pWin (probability of winning) use the formula [1 / (KLine + 1)].  Our first order of busi-
ness is to test the accuracy of the KLine at this level.  Obviously we can't isolate only those horses that 
were exactly KLine = 3.0 and expect to get much sample size, so we’ll set a range that results in a median 
KLine odds of 3.0.  I used all races with Purse $10,000+ from Dec 2008 - Nov 2009.  You can duplicate 
my results using Robot2 as well test other ranges of KLine odds with the same method below.   
 
Keep in mind that the KLine is self-adjusting and corrects itself with scratches, changes, and even running 
line selection.  This is one of the features that make it a superior tool over the Morning Line odds in terms 
of probability estimates.   
 
Criteria 
KLine range 2.5 - 3.5 (Median 3.0); Purse $10k+; Dec 2008 - Nov 2009 
 
Plays     Winners    Win%    WROI    I.V.   AvgWin 
24082       5946      25%    0.85    2.01    $6.90 
 
Analysis 
KLine odds in the 3.0 range should be right in our wheelhouse for value searches.  These horses win a 
large share of races (25%) and if the public makes a mistake and allows the odds to drift above 3/1, 
shouldn't this automatically be a good value play? ---- definitely not.   
 
Look at the grouping of actual tote odds provided by the Learn More report in Robot2.  Notice the num-
ber of winners in the lower odds ranges, or underlay categories from 0.1 to 3.4 (odds 1/9 to 3/1).  
 
KLine range 2.5 - 3.5 (Median 3.0); Purse $10k+; Dec 2008 - Nov 2009 
 

 Tote Odds      Plays  Winners  Win   WROI   AvgWin     

   Any          24082    5946   25%   0.85    $6.90    (High = $40.10) 
  

 0.1 -  1.4     04045    1654   41%   0.81    $4.00      
 1.5 -  3.4     11442    2982   26%   0.86    $6.60 
 3.5 -  5.9     05364    0853   16%   0.85   $10.70 
 6.0 -  7.9     01322    0145   11%   0.86   $15.60 
 8.0 -  9.9     00505    0036   07%   0.71   $19.80 
10.0 - 14.9     00312    0030   10%   1.18   $24.60 
15.0 - 19.9     00068    0005   07%   1.35   $36.80 
20.0 - 99.9     00019    0000   00%   0.00   $00.00 
 
 
continued on the next page with analysis 
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Avanced Handicapping with HTR2 
The KLine - How Useful is it for Value Plays and Overlays? 

 

Looking at the chart on the previous page, we see some immediate problems with the attempt to find 
value plays and overlays with the KLine.  Let's first talk about the raw numbers -- 
 
There were 24,082 horses that fit our KLine criteria of  2.5 - 3.5 with a median odds line of about 3.0.  
They won 25% of their races - matching our expectations exactly.   
 
But of those 24,082 horses, about 15,500 of them were bet below 7/2 odds and are therefore not playable, 
they were underlays - no value.  Notice from the chart that about 4,000 of these runners were bet all the 
way down to 7/5 or less.  That lowest category (0.1 - 1.4 odds) produced a whopping 41% winners.  The 
second category (1.5 - 3.4) scored at about 26% clip.   
 
This tells us that the public has been remarkably successful at identifying the highest impact subgroups 
from within our KLine 3.0 range.  There are no profits from hammering the odds down so low on these 
horses and this is taking a huge bite out of our potential pool of winners. 
 
Now let's look at the numbers for the horses that we would identify as overlays or value plays.  These 
would be horses with final odds at 3.5 or higher.  The range we would call "mild overlays", or those 
between 3.5 - 5.9 odds won at just a 16% clip with an average win price of under $11.  The horses that 
were solid overlays between 6.0 - 10.0 won at very low rates and could not turn a profit either.  The hand-
ful of high priced overlays (10.0 - 20.0) did perform pretty well, but there are very few of them and the 
win rates are below 10%. 
 
So now you see the dichotomy of value picking.  On one hand we successfully identify a large sub-group 
of horses with an average value line of about 3.0.  Our statistics prove that the KLine is a near perfect 
number with a target hit rate of 25% winners.  However, the win rates obviously do not remain consistent 
as the final odds fluctuate on race day.   
 
To make money with a value line, we are assuming that the win rate, 25% in this case, would remain 
fairly constant regardless of the final odds.  Certainly this is not even close to happening.  The public is 
targeting the most probable winners and betting them heavily.  The public does allow some of our horses 
off  at juicy prices.  But not enough of them win to produce reliable profits. 
 
I tested three other moderate percentage odds ranges and the results were similar.  I know this is sobering 
news to those who want to use a value line blindly.  But it is a mistake to assume that a horse with tote 
odds above the KLine is automatically an overlay.  The same will be true of any value line that you use. 
 
All of this points out why Robot2 is so important for you to research and learn from.  The KLine accuracy 
is not in dispute here.  It is dead-solid in terms of prediction in large samples.  Yet the bell curve of out-
comes is wide from within any value line range.  Our challenge is to find factors that raise the win rate 
into the overlay zone.  We'll look at the process of discovery for that on the next page. 
 
Value Line vs. Spot Play   
Let's make sure you understand the difference between a spot play uncovered through research and a 
value line play.  A spot player takes no notice of odds in most cases.  The ROI has already been tested 
positive and hopefully there is evidence that it will go forward profitably.  When you test for spot plays in 
the Robot, the bottom line is the return (ROI).  The odds are already factored into the final analysis.  It is 
not necessary to second guess the odds at race time and all horses matching the spot play are considered a 
good investment in the long run regardless of the final betting. 
 
A value player, on the other hand, must watch the live odds and determine if the horse has become an 
overlay.  Unlike the spot player, the value seeker must decide within a few minutes of post-time if the 
horse is a positive investment.  There is a narrow margin between success and failure with that decision 
process.  The volatility of the public and late wagering action is your constant enemy.  
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Avanced Handicapping with HTR2 
The KLine - How Useful is it for Value Plays and Overlays? 

 

If we accept the fact that we cannot bet blindly into a value line, then what is the purpose of having the 
KLine? The horses that drift higher than their projected odds (a.k.a. overlays), are not winning often 
enough to return profits and the majority of winners are bet below their value threshold.  Perhaps we need 
to tighten up the KLine and separate the probabilities further? 
 
The mistake that almost all frustrated horseplayers make is assuming that they need better numbers, such 
as more accurate speed figures or precision betting lines.  The problem is not the numbers.  The real 
challenge is outsmarting your fellow bettors.  We cannot take their money by jumping on the same band-
wagon and constantly trying to tweak the ratings.  The public is fully engaged in the practice of making 
better figures and it is unlikely we can advance our numbers far enough beyond theirs to make any 
money.  The edge must come from uncovering new areas of handicapping that are difficult for  other 
bettors to quantify.  To realize profits with a value line such as the KLine, you need to establish some 
guidelines before accepting any horse as a true overlay.  Right now, if the only rule for betting was = 
 

• Wait for Actual Odds to drift higher than the KLine. 
 
This alone will be a disaster for ROI as we have proven.  You need to accept the fact that the public is 
very seldom wrong about the final odds and you want rock solid evidence before making a bet.  If this 
causes you to pass more races, so be it, that's the second rule of playing a value line. 
 

• Pass the race unless there is clear evidence that the apparent overlay has been misread by the 
public and that the horse is definitely "live".   

 
Below are the key factors that give us sound evidence that an overlay is real and its odds exceed its true 
probability of winning.   
 

1. The public has drastically over bet one or more of the other horses.  Hammering favorites due to 
some "buzz" from the media, touts or a clocker scoop is an everyday happening at most tracks.  
This has the effect of raising the odds on all other logical contenders.  Too bad there aren't more 
'dumb money' days like Triple Crown and Breeders Cup cards! 

 

2. Workouts and readiness.  The public is generally not able to quantify workout information and is 
far more interested in speed figures as a measure of fitness.  This is a huge edge for HTR users. 

 

3. Pedigree and improvement.  Lightly raced horses that have not yet shown their best effort are 
greatly underestimated by the public who want evidence of ability before they risk their money. 

 

4. Targeted trainer intention.  Popular connections are part of the reason why many horses are over 
bet, but all trainers have strengths and weaknesses that are not easily discernable with win% sta-
tistics. 

 
Look for strength before betting a KLine overlay = 
 

1. Fitness:  Razor Sharp, Double Razor, Lone Razor, Fit & Ready, Wk 85+ 
2. Live indicators:  HTR=1, BTL, Projects New Top, $$ 
3. Upside and Improvement:  PED 450+, FT > 50, Trainer "A" with FTS , 2TS and claims. 
4. Trainer report card:  "A" or "B" in a key category such as LAY, D/S or T+J. 

 
Summary 
The public makes very few mistakes these days.  That's because the bettors with real influence on the 
odds are mostly hardcore horseplayers.  The casual fans are too small in number and bet so little that they 
cannot affect the final odds except during major events.  To become a successful value player you have to 
develop a 'sniper' mentality, and you must be patient and wait for optimal opportunities.  If you want to 
bet more often, concentrate on research and creating spot plays so that you can avoid the stress of watch-
ing the tote board and having to make last minute decisions. 
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Software Upgrades 
HTR2 – January 2010 Update 

 
Here are some of the highlights for the January 2010 HTR2 upgrade --> 
 

• XFIG - has added a cool new filter tool that gives you a great deal more flexibility when working 
with the sorting of screen data.  A separate instruction sheet is coming soon, but most of you will 
figure it out immediately.  The XFIG had the most requests for changes of all the recent HTR 
screens so thank you for the feedback and suggestions and I hope this new version of the XFIG 
becomes a more effective and efficient handicapping screen.   

 
• Yearly upgrade of Track Class, Pars, Purse Structure, etc.  I did not update the $ and $$ longshot 

designations or the Export output.  That will be done for the summer and seminar version.  I'll 
put up a suggestion box after the Triple Crown to get your input and changes. 

 
• Various minor bugs and quirks were repaired.  Thanks to users for their input and suggestions. 

 
 
In Progress for 2010 
 

• FIG1 -  no changes yet.  I had planned quite an update with various notations on the figures, but 
frankly it looks ugly.  The current container screen used to display the FIG1 (and most other 
screens in HTR2) does not allow font and multi-color changes necessary to make it palatable.  
I'm either going to start something brand new in HTR2 with the Fig1 screen or develop an 
entirely fresh application with a new development platform.  If you like Fig1 the way it is, then 
let me know and I won't remove it.   

 
• Early Entries - planning an extensive research tool that will allow you to access horse data prior 

to downloading the regular racefiles.  Our Early Entries files are available for download now, 
typically 48-96 hours before post-time.  But they are text, and are read - only.  This new software 
will draw in the text file and allow you to research the horses for a day or two before the regular 
file is ready.  This will not be a generic listing or past-performances, it will be a power plant of 
HTR tools to give you a big head start on the public. 

 
• HTR Mobile - will continue to update and add new output throughout the year. 

 
• Robot2 - always adding and tweaking; the next update will be in the Spring and there will be 

another update in the Summer. 
 
 
To obtain any of our updates, you can click and RUN the Full Install links on our website homepage or in 
the subscriber zone.  If you need assistance, contact webmaster Rick or myself. 
 
Please check the back page of this newsletter and our discussion board for the latest update information. 
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Book Review 
"Blink" - The Power of Thinking without Thinking  by Malcolm Gladwell 

 
Available at all bookstores and online - highly recommended 

 

Blink is a best selling book that is all about good decision making.  A topic every horse handicapper and 
tournament player should be very interested in!  The book discusses how we process information in thin 
slices or limited time and input.  Blink is not directly about handicapping horses (there is a brief mention 
of a body language handicapper) but it has many practical applications that any gambler or horse bettor 
will recognize.  Our minds may have greater power than we realize if we are willing to understand its 
workings.  How can we tell the difference between faulty decisions and genuine insight with our feelings?  
This is what the book is all about. 
 
In the opening chapter, the author describes an interesting story about how the Getty Museum was duped 
into a $10 million purchase of a fake antiquity.  When the statue was brought to the museum initially it 
generated much excitement and the historic paper trail appeared in order.  More importantly, a renowned 
geologist took samples to ensure the materials were of the correct historic period and then put his stamp 
of approval on it - it was genuine in his opinion.  However, several experts who specialized in appraising 
antiquities took one glance at it and said "it doesn't look right".  Other art experts had a similar immediate 
reaction and quickly branded it an obvious fake.   
 
The experts were right - the statue was a forgery.  The thieves had been clever in pulling off the scam 
with every detail in place to get the museum to fork over $10 million on a near-perfect replica of an 
ancient antiquity.  Scientists had made careful measurements and studied it under a microscope to declare 
it a true masterpiece.  Yet the historians that looked at it for just a few seconds had sensed immediately 
that something was wrong - it didn't look right - their intuition alarm was set off immediately.   
 
This same scenario has no doubt played out for you while looking over a horse race.  Perhaps it was a 3/5 
shot stepping on the track and you just knew something wasn't right.  The horse looks to dominate its 
field on paper and all the experts are touting it as an easy winner.  Yet, when it runs out of the money, you 
knew it all along.  Did you trust those feelings or ignore them? It is the accumulation of pattern recogni-
tion skills that sets off the alarm.   
 
Prior to the Preakness of 2007, I posted on our HTR Discussion Board that I was uneasy about the heavily 
favored and popular Barbaro (The actual message can still be read in our archives).  I wrote something to 
the effect that Barbaro's race career had been attempted so gingerly that I had a feeling he was fragile and 
I was worried that something might go wrong.  I had no insights other than pure intuition developed over 
a 30-year span of handicapping horses.  Sure enough, the worst happened.   
 
At other times though, we have all felt similar and even overwhelming intuition about a race and failed 
badly in our appraisal.  Or more often, have spent a great deal of time and energy handicapping a single 
race such as the Kentucky Derby, and come up empty despite the dedicated research.  Blink gives you 
some solid insights into this dilemma.  The author guides you through the 'first impression' methodology 
of important decision making.  In other words, when our brains process calmly and without too much 
interference, they are really good at it.  If we toss in too much emotion and intellectual feedback, we 
might sabotage ourselves.   
 
Blink is an easy read that professionals in any field need to ponder.  In the end, regardless of the quality of 
information in front of us, our profits and losses are essentially the sum of our decision making.  Learning 
how to make better decisions and becoming aware of the process that our brains use, can give us an edge 
over the competition.   
 
We rarely have a book review in this newsletter anymore - for good reason - the only books that come out 
which directly deal with horse handicapping are recycled titles from the DRF Press.  Most of those are 
hopelessly stuck in a 1970s paradigm with limited application and no solid data that would apply to the 
year 2010.  Alternatively, I would suggest reading books that deal with the process of learning, or self-
evaluation, which will benefit your decision making skills.  Blink is perfect for that purpose.  
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Late Announcements and Reminders 
 
HTR Software Updates Late 
 

Sorry, but I'm going to be a little tardy with the HTR2 upgrade.  As of this writing (Jan 11) I am 
still programming and need to let Rick and our beta-testers have a first look to uncover any bugs 
or errors.  I'll post an announcement on the HTR Discussion Forum when the software is ready.  
The new XFIG tools will be worth the wait.  Expect it to be ready by Jan 18 at the latest. 
 
 
Championship Tourneys 
Best wishes to all of our HTR members competing in the NHC or HPWS in Las Vegas.  I'll be 
out of the office from Feb 18-20 joining many of you at the Orleans for the HPWS.  We will have 
constant updates and live blogs from our users at the events.  Check our Discussion Board and 
Championship Tournament forums, before, during, and after the events.  Also check out 
TommySeaBreeze.com for TommyC's live blog.    
 
 
 
 
 

HTR Software 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 
 www.homebased2.com/km 
 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, then placed on the HTR member 
(download) web site around the 5th of the month.  Monthly subscribers to HTR can view the current new-
sletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues are available in our web-
site archive library. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 
HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 
Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 
 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net�
http://www.htr2.com/�
http://www.homebased2.com/km�
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